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Abstract: Open Source LMSs are fully flexible and customizable, so they can be designed in line with your school/organization's brand image. Open
Source LMSs can also be converted to social learning platforms. You can create an online community through your LMS. This paper describes the most
important features in learning management systems (LMS), that are critical to compare and contrast depend on your system requirements. Also
represents a multiple LMS providers that are designed to use in university environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the In the eLearning industry, we see a growing number of
LMS providers who continually strengthen and improve their
LMS solutions. It is very difficult to find the best LMS solution
that fits your specific requirements (Christopher, 2013). The
decision on the learning management system can be difficult.
With so many features to consider which option is best for you.
However, the technology of Open Source is where the source
code is ―open‖, i.e., the code is available to the public and free
to be modified. Updates can be made by developers and it can
be spread or sold to the general community (Christopher,
2015). Open Source LMSs are fully flexible and customizable,
so they can be designed in line with your school/organization's
brand image. Open Source LMSs can also be converted to
social learning platforms. You can create an online community
through your LMS. For example, your learners can chat, blog,
connect to social network sites (Facebook, etc.) and have
polls on your open source LMS.

2 THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

IN A

LEARNING

When you are in the market for a learning management
system, it is critical to compare and contrast all options,
services, and features available. Important LMS features
depend on your specific system requirements (Sara, 2014).
For example, a LMS solution that is right for a University does
not mean it will be successful for a large organization. The
following features are the most important items that must be
considered for LMS selection.

2.1 Administration
Administration section includes the number of course
administrators like tracking and reporting, content
management, notifications, single sign-on, API, and more
(Sara, 2014).
2.2 Tracking and Reporting
There are a number of different ways to track your LMS data
within an LMS. With these tools, guide student progress via
prerequisites and learning paths, an assigned curriculum, or a
certification program, and make adjustments for completion
(CapitalWave Inc., 2010).
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2.3 Assessment & Testing Tools
Most learning management systems have some sort of online
examination system with several testing tools. Quizzes,
Reflective learning journals, Portfolios, Grades, Surveys,
Practice activities and past exams (Jose & Ricardo, 2011).
2.4 Compatibility and Supported Devices
Most LMSs have a user interface based on HTML 5 which
adapts to different hardware devices, including desktops,
laptops and tablets. Specific platforms that can be supported
are Windows OS, iOS (iPad / iPhone), Andriod, Blackberry
and more (Sara, 2014).
2.5 Customization and Branding
The online courses can be identified as your own. By brand
courses with your own logo and colors, create certificates of
completion, and create custom reports.
2.6 Email Notifications
A huge number of vendors are offering this feature in their
system. E-mail Notifications means the actual e-mail
messaging going from teachers to students (eLearning info
247, 2012).
2.7 Communication and Collaboration
Chat, Announcements, Discussion Board, Email, Blogs,
Discussion Forums. Wikis, Virtual Classroom and Voice-based
communication; (Jose & Ricardo, 2011).
2.8 Mobile Learning
With advancement in technologies and increased use of smart
phone, which clearly shows students of all ages are using
mobile devices; mobile learning has gained popularity as
another form of learning and has enabled learners to learn
anywhere and anytime (Frederick & Qing, 2013).
2.9 Integration
With this tools, you can integrate with talent management
systems, ecommerce, CRMs, Third Party eLearning Courses,
and more (Sara, 2014).
2.10 Social Learning
Social media are transforming the look of higher education.
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter are creating communities of
learners where education culture intersects.
2.11 E-Commerce
If you plan to sell your courses online, you must have these
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features:
integrated
shopping
cart,
emailed
receipts/notifications, and various payment gateways (Sara,
2014). At the brick and mortar level, many colleges offered the
opportunity to collaborate up with a company, so that their
employees could take a variety of courses (eLearning info 247,
2012).

2.12 Course Interactivity
Interactive features that may be important are HD streaming
video, audio, images, assignments, tests, and SCORM
presentations - Sharable Content Object Reference Model –
"SCORM tells programmers how to write their code so that it
can ‗play well‘ with other e-learning software (SCORM, 2014)".

Enrolments

247,294,492

Forum posts

172,110,200

Resources

86,919,279

Quiz questions

432,264,170
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Table (1) shows the increase in the number of users on the
Moodle around the world where the number of sites that use
Moodle LMS reached 71,600.

2.13 Student Portal
Some systems offer parents the ability to see their students'
homework, communicate with teachers. Staying with the portal
angle, many systems offer them for teachers. (eLearning info
247, 2012).
2.14 User Registration
Be sure you can import students via mass uploads, automate
uploads, and/or enable students to self-register quickly

3. OPEN SOURCE LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
PLATFORMS
With the large number of learning management systems
currently available, therefore the decision on what platform to
choose can be quite overwhelming. Below I have written a
brief explanation of the best open source systems available
today.

3.1 Moodle
Moodle is an abbreviation for ―Modular Object-Oriented
Dynamic Learning Environment‖. Moodle was developed by
Martin Dougiamas to help educators create online courses. It
has been around for over ten years, with the first version in
August 2002 (Moodle, 2016). Moodle is Open Source Course
Management System (CMS) software so it‘s constantly being
upgraded and developed.
 The focus of the Moodle project is always on giving
educators the best tools to manage and promote learning,
but there are many ways to use Moodle:
 Moodle has features that allow it to scale to very large
deployments and hundreds of thousands of students.
 Many institutions use it as their platform to conduct fully
online courses, while some use it simply to augment faceto-face courses (blended learning).
 Many of users prefer to use the activity modules (such as
forums, databases and wikis) to build richly collaborative
communities of learning around their subject matter, while
others prefer to use Moodle as a way to deliver content to
students (such as standard SCORM packages).
TABLE 1 MOODLE STATISTICS (MOODLE, 2016)
Registered
sites
Countries

71,600

Courses

9,512,573

Users

84,654,076

223

Fig. 1. Top countries by registrations.
For the countries the United States recorded highest number
by registration "10,867", next country Span "6,687", Brazil
"4,167", United Kingdom "3,629", and Mexico which recoded
"3,075" by registrations as shown in (fig. 1).

3.2 LRN
.LRN (pronounced "dot learn") was originally developed at MIT
and is used by over half a million users in educational
institutions, corporations and government in over 18 countries
(MIT, 2014). It comes out of the box with a lot of great
teaching tools (forums, assessment, calendar, grading,
evaluation, surveys, syllabus, file storage and a lot more)
(.LRN, 2016). .LRN has been internationalized to support
multiple languages, dialects and time zones.
3.3 eFront
eFront is an all-in-one learning management system
(LMS/LCMS). It can be used as a tool for training,
communication, evaluation, and certification, as well as file
management and sharing. It can also be combined with
traditional classroom education for blended learning or
combined with tools for synchronous learning. There are two
efront LMS platforms, an educational edition and an enterprise
edition. The enterprise edition was aimed at medium sized
enterprises with between 100 and 10,000 users (eFront,
2016). eFront is an Ajax enabled, Unicode, LDAP (Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol) and SCORM supporting,
multilingual eLearning platform. eFront includes a wide variety
of components that help you create your lesson structure and
add content, build online-tests, communicate with others, track
users history and progress, conduct surveys, assign projects,
and create certifications.
3.4 Dokeos
Dokeos is another open source learning platform. It is
available in three versions, the original free open source
version, a pro version and a specific medical version. It is
possible to build visual learning without graphical expertise
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TABLE 2 LMS COURSE DEVELOPMENT FEATURES

(Dokeos, 2016).

3.5 Sakai
Sakai was designed by universities, for universities. It was
built by MIT, Stanford and Berkeley amongst others so they did
not need to use homegrown systems or pay vendors (Sakai,
2016). It aims to be very well suited to group projects and
describes itself as a Collaborative Learning Environment
(CLE). Because Sakai is mainly coded in Java it can cause
problems, especially if using older versions of browsers. It can
also be difficult to find programmers with Java skills.
3.6 Latitude Learning LMS
The Latitude Learning LMS was designed to manage partner
training programs. Training including: owners that own multiple
locations and the absence of management command. Cloudbased, flexible and configurable, Latitude Learning LMS can
be customized to specifications that meet your unique training
processes and workflows

Latitude Learning LMS
eFront
Dokeos Manager
Moodle
Totara KMS
.LRN
Canvas
Chamilo
OLAT
Sakai

4.2 Administration Features
TABLE 3 LMS ADMINISTRATION FEATURES COMPARISON
Latitude Learning LMS
eFront
Dokeos Manager
Moodle
Totara KMS
.LRN
Canvas
Chamilo
OLAT
Sakai

3.8 Chamilo
Open source learning management and collaboration system
that supports simultaneous working and learning.
3.9 OLAT
Web-based open source LMS for sizable academic
institutions. You will also find a class calendar, email
notifications, eLearning course bookmarks, file storage, and
certificates in this open source Learning Management System.
OLAT is ideal for multi-platform eLearning courses that need to
run on a variety of different devices.
3.10 Totara LMS
Award Winning Open Source LMS and social platforms.
Flexibility and freedom to customise, innovate and manage
your learning needs.

1.70
1.40
0.50
1.30
0.40
0.50
0.90
1.40
0.80
0.70

When comparing LMS administration features shows that
Latitude Learning LMS covers most of the features followed by
eFront, Chamilo, and Moodle, as shown in Table 3

4.3 Collaboration Features
TABLE 4 LMS COLLABORATION FEATURES COMPARISON

4. COMPARISON FRAMEWORK

Latitude Learning LMS
eFront
Dokeos Manager
Moodle
Totara KMS
.LRN
Canvas
Chamilo
OLAT
Sakai

The goal of this work is to analyze and compare LMS features.
We selected top ten open sources LMSs based on their
prominence in the LMS. The content delivered by an LMS can
be created, developed, gathered or evaluated in several types
of systems such as Administration, Course Development,
Collaboration, and Instruction methods. We use formula (1) to
calculate the average of evaluation values for LMS features
(Software Insider, 2016).
(1)

Σ = the sum of …, w = the weights, x = the value.

0.50
0.60
0.20
0.60
0.40
0.10
0.40
1.10
0.50
0.40

When comparing LMS development features such as Course
Authoring, Custom Branding, Custom User Interface, and
Exam Engine) show that Chamilo cover all the features
followed by Moodle and eFront as shown in table 2

3.7 Canvas
Cloud-based LMS solution for universities and K-12 schools
with grading, course content tools, mobile applications. NFB
Certified.

4.1 Course Development Features

ISSN 2277-8616

0.03
0.04
0.04
0.09
0.01
0.05
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.06

Table 4 shows that Chamilo, and Moodle have most
Collaboration features such as Blogs, Discussion Forums, Live
chat, and wikis

4.4 Instruction Methods
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TABLE 4 LMS INSTRUCTION METHODS
Latitude Learning LMS
eFront
Dokeos Manager
Moodle
Totara KMS
.LRN
Canvas
Chamilo
OLAT
Sakai
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2016.
[6] eFront (2016) "Enterprise Learning Management System
Software
eFront
LMS",
[Online]
Available:
http://www.efrontlearning.net/ , Retrieved 5 April 2016.

0.04
0.02
0.06
0.08
0.02
0.06
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.08

[7] eLearning info 247 (2012), " Education learning
management system trends", [Online] Available:
http://elearninfo247.com/2012/04/27/education-learningmanagement-system-trends/ , Retrieved 5 April 2016.

Table 5 shows that Chamilo, Moodle, and Sakai support
interactive courses, Multimedia, and Virtual Classroom.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we focused on the important learning
management system features, and compare between the most
famous open source LMS, i.e. (Latitude Learning LMS, eFront,
Dokeos, Moodle, Totara KMS, .LRN, Canvas, Chamilo, OLAT,
and Sakai). The choice of LMS relay-on the features the
important to you and covered your design and technological
requirements. Moodle is by far the most popular. It has over 84
million users worldwide. Otherwise Moodle is very easy to
import files from Flickr, Google Docs, Dropbox, YouTube, etc.
These files can be stored in one place for easy access later.
Chamilo, Moodle and eFront covers all the most important
course development features. eFront, Chamilo and Moodle
covers the most of administrative features. Chamilo, and
Moodle have most Collaboration features such as blogs,
forums, and wikis. Chamilo, Moodle, and Sakai support
interactive courses, Multimedia, and Virtual Classroom, Figure
2 show the comparison between LMS features. Finally, these
free open source options in general require a lot of
improvements to make looking designed professionally. In our
view tend to look a little dated out of the box.
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Fig. 2: LMS features comparison.
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